THRIVE PROGRESS UPDATE
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Empowering Australian refugees to become business owners
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MAKING AN IMPACT
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Thrive crosses the 300 businesses assisted milestone. As of the date of writing, we are up to 307
businesses with 178 in NSW, 101 in VIC, 12 in SA and 10 in QLD. Our estimate is that these businesses
are generating approximately $27 million in revenue at an average of $90,000 per business.
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Refugees and asylum seekers from 27
different countries have been assisted, with
the majority from Iran.

We have been steadily increasing our client
base Australia-wide with 96% residing in
New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland.

INDUSTRIES OUR CLIENTS ARE THRIVING IN
Others
Transport (Australia Post)
Food & Beverage
Building & Construction

Personal Transport
(Uber/Taxi)
Cleaning Services

Businesses started to fall into two broad
categories. The first category is where the client
has a specific skill or passion in a service or goods
they want to provide, such as beauty services,
food services or a building trade, whilst the
second category is where a client does not have a
particular skill or passion but wants to earn a
good income and become self-employed. Clients
from this second group are attracted to business
plans that do not require unique skills, yet have a
secure revenue stream with low operating risk,
such as commercial cleaning, courier transport,
and taxis. After a few years in these businesses,
they are ready to step up to a more ambitious
business as they would have improved their
English, networks, and confidence.
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CELEBRATING OUR CLIENTS' SUCCESS AS
REFUGEE BUSINESS OWNERS

In November 2021, Thrive hosted two video shoots for our clients: Saeed Zarinkob, the owner of Zar
Foods and Pastry; and Kevork Bardizbanian, the owner of Alternator & Starter Recon. Both Saeed and
Kevork are successful refugee business owners that have consistently defied all odds and have turned
their true passions into a business with the support, mentorship and financing from Thrive.
Thrive partnered with our clients to move their business to ew heights through videography. These
videos have been imperative to showcasing an authentic day-in-the-life of our clients while telling us
about their refugee journey to Australia, how they started their businesses, their future aspirations and
sharing their experiences to help other refugees seeking to rebuild their lives.
Stay tuned for the videos!
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AN UPDATED LOOK OF
OUR WEBSITE
Over the course of the year, clients have told us that they
value the holistic business solutions that we provide in
addition to the financing. Thrive solutions include
originating business ideas, personalised business
planning, assisting with commercial negotiations (leases,
franchise purchases, etc.) and of course, the ongoing
mentoring and peer-based training.
Recognising this, we have revamped our website to make
it easier for refugees, asylum seekers and the settlement
sector more broadly, to look for inspiration and be
informed about what businesses are available and what
success can be achieved.
Visit our website

CAPACITY BUILDING WITH THE
SETTLEMENT AND REFUGEE
SECTOR: PATHWAYS TO SMALL
BUSINESS AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT
As the settlement sector seeks to increase outcomes for
refugee employment and economic participation, Thrive is
effectively a 'turnkey solution' to help them achieve that
objective with a proven pathway to small business
ownership and self-employment by running numerous
information sessions in the future. As such, our
partnership with the sector is critically important.
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VOLUNTEERS OF THRIVE
Thrive has over 130 volunteers that help mentor
emerging refugee business owners and provides them
with practical business guidance.

42

34

For more information, refer to our volunteer page:
https://thriverefugeeenterprise.org.au/volunteer/

Business Volunteer

Mentor

Office Volunteer

REFUGEE WOMEN IN BUSINESS
SESSIONS
An exciting initiative we kicked off in 2021 is promoting
more opportunities for women refugees and asylum
seekers. Currently, 49 of the 307 businesses (16%) are
owned and operated by women. Whilst this is
encouraging, we would like to see that proportion
increase by over 25%.
To that end, we have initiated a project with a view to
develop more female friendly industries, such as
healthcare, and recruit more female Thrive staff. This is
a critically important initiative as women who have
taken on a business not only make a valuable financial
contribution to the family, but as importantly, they
become more connected to the community and
experience much greater independence.

We would love to hear from you, so please feel free to reach out to us via our live
chat function on our website, or via our contact details below.
Email: info@tre.org.au
Call: 1300 651 676
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